TAB Meeting minutes

Jan. 25, 2019: 9:00-10:30am Brackenridge Community Room

1. Call to Order \hspace{1cm} All \hspace{1cm} 9:09
2. Announcements
   a. Chair Updates \hspace{1cm} Le \hspace{1cm} 9:19
      i. Working on dates for meeting with UHD leadership
      ii. TAB Business cards ordered
      iii. Name tags for Vineeth and Krishna ordered
      iv. Shoe cover follow up – UHD Safety specialist with UHD is reviewing
      v. Resident meetings being scheduled
      vi. Staff will include revision date on Living Guide. Le proposed that
          upcoming changes are highlighted. Direct residents to UHD webpage to
          view current Living Guide.
   b. Advisor Updates \hspace{1cm} Melissa \hspace{1cm} 9:26
      i. Super Bowl Watch party Sunday Feb 3rd. at BRK
      ii. Lourdes follow up about Colorado cabinet painting; will create a proposal
          asking that new cabinets are installed when apartments are made ready
          for new residents
   c. Garden Update \hspace{1cm} Lourdes \hspace{1cm} 9:34
      i. Proposing a garden cleaning party for Colorado. Budget around $50 from
         TAB programming budget
      ii. There is only one available spot in Colorado garden
3. Old Business
   a. Group picture \hspace{1cm} All \hspace{1cm} 9:45
   b. Neighbor Meet & Greet update \hspace{1cm} All \hspace{1cm} 9:49
      i. Dates: 2/19 (BRK), 2/13 (COL), 2/15 (GET)
      ii. Working with CAs to coordinate
      iii. TAB members provide feedback in the google drive. Deadline: Monday
           night.
4. New Business
   a. Goals for Spring 2019 \hspace{1cm} Le \hspace{1cm} 9:50
      i. TAB may request that residents can get first laundry card replacement for
         free; is there a way to add additional time to a cycle without paying for a
         full second cycle
      ii. Possible idea of a “next door buddy program” as a way to coordinate
          knowing neighbors better for support
5. Adjournment \hspace{1cm} 10:30
Upcoming TAB meeting all BRK community unless otherwise indicated

- Feb. 6, 2019: 7:00- 7:45 pm, business topics/discussion & 7:45-8:30pm open forum
- Feb. 20, 2019: 7:00- 8:30pm
- March 6, 2019: 7:00- 7:45 pm, business topics/discussion & 7:45-8:30pm open forum
- March 13 or 27: 7:00- 8:30pm
- April 3, 2019: 7:00- 7:45 pm, business topics/discussion & 7:45-8:30pm open forum
- April 17: 7:00-8:30pm
- May 1, 2019: 7:00- 7:45 pm, business topics/discussion (interviews) & 7:45-8:30pm open forum
- May 15, 2019: 7:00-8:30pm (interviews)